What is My
God Given Purpose?
Luke 3:1-14
1. As Individuals
_____________________
________________________ Direction
2. As a Family
_______________________
________________________ Direction
3. As a Congregation
__________________
________________________ Direction
4. Having a good _____________ is not
as ______________, _______________,
or _______________ as any of us
______________ it is.

Luke ___________ the date of
John's ministry in a __________
that it could be _____________
by _________________ in or out
of ___________________.
A.Since our _________________ did
not exist, Luke used their
“________________
________________________.”
B.Luke dated John's ministry by using a
______________________ that was used
for many___________________:
C.Luke also _______________ the
__________, the _________________,
and the ________________________.
D.Luke also _____________ that these
_________________ happened in specific
____________________ of
Isaiah 40:3- 5.
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As Luke gives an _____________
__________________of John's
ministry, Pay careful attention to
what did and did not __________
__________________ to John.
A.People _______________to John to
__________________ to his message
and __________________.
B.The greater majority of Israel's population
was not __________________ located
with easy ____________________to
the______________ ________________.
C.If we were _____________ an
______________ effort in Springhill
attempting to__________________
people to be baptized for the __________
of their _______________
_______________ _________________
D.To John, there was only ______________
_________ ______________ of
_______________: _____________ that
had ____________around, lives that were
_____________because of ___________.
E.The fruit of ________________ was the
______________in the person's _______.
F. The _________________ of their coming,
listening, and being baptized was to
______________ the way they
__________ their________________.

His ____________ audience did not
__________________ his point.
A.They had _________the scriptures, heard
the __________ & ______________ rulings,
received the _______________ of the great
________________ movement.
B.They were one of the more ___________
generations of ________________ to
exist.
C.The ____________ to us is _________
and ________________.
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